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Abstract 
Given any prime p, there are two non-isomorphic groups of order p2. We determine precisely 
when a Cayley digraph on one of these groups is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on the other 
group, Namely, let X = Cay(G: T) be a Cayley digraph on a group G of order p2 with 
generating set T. We prove that X is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on both 7/F2 and Yp x 2~p if 
and only if X is a lexicographic product of two Cayley digraphs of order p. Equivalently, there 
exists a subgroup H of G of order p such that for every t ~ T\H, we have tH ~_ T. 
I. Introduction 
This paper studies the isomorphism problem for Cayley graphs of pr ime-squared 
order. We begin with basic definitions before proceeding to the statement of the 
main result. 
Definition. Let T be a subset of a group G. The Cayley digraph Cay(G : T) on G with 
generating set T is the digraph whose vertex set and edge set are given as follows. The 
vertex set V(Cay(G : T)) is G. The edge set E(Cay(G : T)) is the set of directed edges 
[a, b] such that a- lb  is contained in T. 
Definition. A Cayley graph is a Cayley digraph Cay(G : T) such that if t is in T then 
t - l  is also in T. 
For  a basic reference on Cayley graphs, see Biggs [3, pp. 106-107]. Unl ike Biggs, 
we do not assume Cayley digraphs are connected. We do not allow loops or multiple 
edges in our digraphs. 
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Definition. We let 7/, denote the cyclic group of integers modulo n. 
We examine the isomorphism problem for Cayley digraphs of prime-squared order. 
Similar problems have been studied previously. Turner [11] solved the isomorphism 
problem for Cayley graphs of prime order. Djokovi6 I-4] independently solved the 
isomorphism problem for Cayley digraphs of prime order. Klin and P6schel [6] 
solved the isomorphism problem for Cayley digraphs on cyclic groups of prime-power 
order. Their proof makes heavy use of Schur rings. In related work, Klin and P6schel 
[7], and Alspach and Parsons [1] independently solved the isomorphism problem for 
Cayley digraphs on cyclic groups of order pq, where p and q are distinct prime 
numbers. Witte and Gallian [ 13] provide a survey of results of Hamiltonian cycles in 
Cayley graphs. 
Given any prime p, there are two groups of order p2. We determine precisely when 
a Cayley digraph on one of these groups is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on the 
other group. The following result is proved. 
Main Theorem. Let X = Cay(G: T) be a Cayley digraph on a group G of order p2, 
where p is prime. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. The digraph X is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on both 2ep2 and gp × 7/p. 
2. There exists a subgroup H of G of order p such that for every t ~ T \H ,  we have 
tH~_T .  
3. There exist Cayley digraphs U and V on 7/p such that X is isomorphic to the 
lexicographic product of U and V. 
Example. The Cayley graph Cay(7/9 : { 1, 3, 6, 8}) is not isomorphic to a Cayley graph 
on 7/3 × 7/3. To see this, observe that H = (3)  is the only subgroup of order 3 of 7/9. 
We have 1 s {1,8} = T\H,  but 1 + H = {1,4,7} ¢ T. Thus, there is some te  T \H  
such that we do not have tH ~_ T. 
Example. The Cayley graph 
fay(Z3 × 7/3: {(0, 1),(0,2),(1,0),(2,0)}) 
is not isomorphic to a Cayley graph on 7/9. To see this, observe that there are four 
subgroups of order 3 of 7/3 x 7/3 and check that for all subgroups H, there is some 
t ~ T \H  such that we do not have tH ~ T. 
Example. The Cayley digraph Cay(Z9: { 1,4, 7}) is isomorphic to the Cayley digraph 
Cay(~' 3x 7/3: {(1,0),(1, 1),(1,2)}). 
Let H = (3).  In the first Cayley digraph, for every t ~ T \H  = {1,4, 7}, we have 
tH= t+ (3 )= T. In the second Cayley digraph, let H = ((0,1)). For every 
t~T\H={(1,O) , (1 ,1) , (1 ,2)} ,  we have tH= T. An isomorphism is given by 
~0(u,v) = u + 3v for 0 ~< u,v ~< 3. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We present here fundamental concepts from group theory and graph theory that 
will be utilized in the proof of the Main Theorem. Unless defined otherwise, our 
notation is consistent with Rotman [-8] for group theory and Biggs [3] for graph 
theory. 
Definition. Let X be a graph and I be a subset of V(X). The induced subgraph X [-I] is 
the subgraph of X with V(X[ I ] )  = I and 
E(X[ I ] )  = { [x, y] l [x,y] ~ E(X)  and x, y ~ I}. 
Definition (Sabidussi [-10]). Let X and Y be graphs. The lexicographic product X lex Y 
is the graph given as follows: The vertex set V(Xlex Y) is V(X)x  V(Y).  The edge 
set E(Xlet Y) is 
{[ (x ,y ) , (x ' ,y ' ) ] ] ( [x ,x ' ]eE(X) )  or (x=x 'and  [y ,y ' ]eE(Y) )} .  
Definition (Rotman [-8, p. 184]). The action of a group G on a set X is regular if for 
every a, b ~ V(X), there exists a unique g e G such that ga = b. 
The following theorem gives a characterization f Cayley graphs in terms of their 
automorphism groups. The result is fundamental to our approach to the Cayley 
digraph isomorphism problem. The cited references prove this result for graphs. Only 
minor changes to the proof are needed to prove the same result for digraphs. 
Theorem 2.1 (Sabidussi [9] or [3, Lemma 16.3, p. 108]). Let X be a digraph and G be 
a group. The automorphism group Aut(X) has a subgroup isomorphic to G that acts 
regularly on V(X)  if and only if X is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph Cay(G: T) jot  
some subset T of G. 
The following fact used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is easy to verify. 
Corollary 2.2. I f  X = Cay(G : T), then the left regular representation of G is a regular 
subgroup of Aut(X). 
Definition (Rotman [8, p. 51]). If a group G acts on a set X and x e X, then the 
stabilizer of x, denoted by StabG(x), is the subgroup 
Stabc (x) = { g ~ G ] gx = x }. 
Lemma 2.3 (Rotman [8, Theorem 3.22, p. 51]). Let a group G act on a set X. Then the 
number of elements in the orbit of x ~ X is [G: Stabs(x)]. 
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Lemma 2.4 (Rotman [8, Theorem 9.4, p. 182]). Let a group G act on a set X and 
let a,b ~ X. I f  b = ga for some g ~ G, then gStabG(a)g -1 = Stabs(b). In particular, 
if the action of G is transitive, then all stabilizers are conjugate and have the same 
order. 
Definition (Biggs I-3, p. 147]). A G-block for the action of a group G on a set X is 
a proper subset B that contains more than one element of X and satisfies the condition 
that B and gB are either disjoint or identical, for each g in G. 
Some authors, such as Hall [5], refer to blocks as sets of  imprimitivity. 
Lemma 2.5 (Hall [5, Theorem 5.6.1, pp. 64-65]). Let the group G act transitively on 
a set X and let B c X. Then B is a G-block if and only if there exists H < G and x ~ X 
such that B = Hx  and StabG(x) < H < G. 
Lemma 2.6. Let Zp2 act regularly on a set X and let B c X. Let H = (p )  be the 
unique subgroup of 7/ p2 of  order p. Then, B is a 7/ p2-block if and only if there exists 
x ~ X such that B = Hx. In other words, each 7/p~-block is an H-orbit Hx for some 
x E X. In particular, if the intersection of two blocks is not the empty set, the two blocks 
are equal. 
Proof. Because 77p2 acts regularly, we have Stabz,2(x) = e for each x e X. By Lemma 
2.5, the 7/p2-blocks are H-orbits Hx for x ~ X. [] 
Definition (Sabidussi [10]). Let U and V be sets, H and K groups of permutations 
of U and V, respectively. The wreath product H wr K is the group of all permutations 
f of U x V for which there exist h e H and an element k, of K for each u ~ U such 
that 
f (u, v) = (hu, kh, V) 
for all (u, v) e U x V. 
We use the following lemma that Sabidussi [10] states without proof. The lemma 
provides a connection between the wreath product of the automorphism groups of 
two graphs and the automorphism group of the lexicographic product of these two 
graphs. Sabidussi [10] and Anderson and Lipman [2] give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for equality to hold. 
Lemma 2.7 (Sabidussi [10]). Let U and V be graphs. Then Aut(U)wrAut(V)  is 
contained in Aut(U lex V). 
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3. Proof of Main Theorem 
3.1. Proof o[1 ~ 2 
Let X = Cay(G : T) be a Cayley digraph on a group G of order p2, where p is prime. 
Assume X is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on both 7/~ and 7/p x 7/p. We need to 
show there exists a subgroup H of G of order p such that for every t e T\  H. we have 
tHe  T. 
Lemma 3.1. Every Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(X) contains a regular subgroup Q isomor- 
phic to 7/ p2 and a regular subgroup R isomorphic to 2p x 7/ ~. In particular, the order ~?[ 
every Sylow p-subgroup is at least p3. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, the group Aut(X) contains a regular subgroup Q' isomor- 
phic to 7/p2. From the Sylow theorems [5, Corollary 4.2.1, p. 45], there exists a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Aut(X) that contains Q'. Since Sylow p-subgroups are conjugate in 
a finite group G, every Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(X) contains a conjugate Q of Q', 
which is also a regular subgroup isomorphic to 2p2. Similarly, every Sylow p-sub- 
group of Aut(X) contains a regular subgroup R isomorphic to 2p x 2p. Since Q is not 
isomorphic to R, the order of every Sylow p-subgroup is at least p3. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(X). From Lemma 3.1, the subgroup P contains 
a regular subgroup Q isomorphic to 7/p2 and a regular subgroup R isomorphic to 
2,  x 7/p. From Lemma 2.6, we know that Q-blocks exist. Let Bx and Bz be distinct 
Q-blocks and let ba e B~ such that b~ is adjacent to some vertex bz in Bz. We will show 
that b~ is adjacent o every vertex in B2. The two main steps are showing that 
Stabe(b~) moves b2 to p vertices and then showing that Stabe(bl) moves bz only 
within B2. 
Lemma 3.2. For every vertex x in V(X), we have IStabe(x)l > 1. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.3, we have 
[P : Stabe(x)] = I P-orbit of x]. 
By Lemma 3.1, P is transitive, so we have [P : Stabp(x)] = p2. Assume ]Stabe(x)l = 1, 
which implies that ]PI = p2 in contradiction to Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.3. We have ]Stabe(bl)-orbit of bl] = p. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, the size of the Stabe(bl)-orbit of b 2 must divide the order of 
Stabe(bl), which is a power of p. Furthermore, since Stabe(bl) c P, we see that 
]Stabe(bl)-orbit of b2]~< ]P-orbit of b21= p2. 
It suffices to show ]Stabe(bl)-orbit of b21 is neither p2 nor 1. 
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Step 1: We show IStabp(bl)-orbit of b2[ :~ p2. Assume for the sake of a contradic- 
tion that ]Stabe(bl)-orbit of b2[ = p2 which implies that the P-orbit of b2 equals the 
Stabe(bl)-orbit of b2. Since b I is in the P-orbit of bE, we also have ba in the 
Stabp(bl)-orbit of b2 which contradicts the fact that bl and b2 were fixed in different 
blocks. 
Step 2: We show ]Stabp(bx)-orbit of b21 ~ 1. Assume for the sake of a contra- 
diction that IStabe(bl)-orbit of bE[ = 1. Then every element of Stabp(bl) fixes b2, so 
Stabp(bl)cStabe(b2).  On the other hand, from Lemma 2.4, we have 
IStabp(b2)l = [Stabe(bx)l. Thus, we have Stabp(bl)= Stabp(b2). 
The group P is transitive, so there exists h e P such that hbl = b 2. From 
Lemma 2.4, have hStabe(bl)h 1 = Stabe(b2). Since Stabe(b~) = Stabe(b2), this im- 
plies that h belongs to the normalizer N of Stabp(bl). With hb~ = bE, we have b~ and 
b2 in the same N-orbit. 
The group P is transitive, so the subgroup Stabe(b~) is a proper subgroup of P, 
which implies that Stabp(bl) is not its own normalizer [5, p. 176]. We also show that 
N ~ P. To this end, assume for the sake of a contradiction that N -- P. By Lemma 2.4, 
the stabilizer in P of any element in V(X) is a conjugate of Stabp(b~ ). By assumption, 
Stabe(bl ) is normal in P, so every stabilizer is equal to Stabp(bl ). Thus, Stabe(b~ ) fixes 
every element of V(X). The identity permutation is the only permutation which fixes 
every element in X. So we have I Stabp(b~)l = l, which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Thus, 
N~P.  
Then, N is a proper subgroup of P that properly contains Stabe(ba). We have 
Stabe(b~) <3 N < P which by Lemma 2.5 implies that the N-orbit Nbl is a P-block. 
Since Q c P, the P-block Nbl is also a Q-block. Since bE is also in the N-orbit of ba, 
the vertex bE is also in Nb~, a Q-block. Therefore, by Lemma 2.6, since the intersection 
of Nbl and B1 contains bl, the two blocks are equal. Thus, b 2 is also in B 1 which is 
a contradiction since we chose b~ and b E from different Q-blocks. [] 
Lemma 3.4. For every x ~ V(X), there is a P-block that contains x. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, Stabl,(x) has index p2 in P. So the subgroup Stabe(x) is 
properly contained in a maximal subgroup M that has index p in P [5, Theorem 4.3.2, 
p. 48]. Since Stabe(x) < M < P, Lemma 2.5 asserts that Mx is a P-block. It is clear 
that Mx contains x. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Every Q-block is a P-block. 
Proof. Since Q is isomorphic to Zp2, there exists only one subgroup H of Q of order p. 
By Lemma 2.6, we need to show that the H-orbits are P-blocks. Let B be a P-block. 
Since Q c P, every P-block is a Q-block, so B is also a Q-block. By Lemma 2.6, only 
the H-orbits are Q-blocks. Thus, B is an H-orbit as desired. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Every Q-block is an R-block. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.5, every Q-block is a P-block. Since R ~ P, every P-block is also 
an R-block. 
Lemma 3.7. The Stabe(ba)-orbit of  b2 is B2. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.5, the Q-blocks B1 and B2 are P-blocks. We first show that 
SB2 = B2 where S = Stabp(b~). From Lemma 2.5, there exists a proper subgroup K of 
P and x ~ V IX)  such that S < K and Kx = BI. Let g 6 P such that gB1 = B2. Since 
S is of index p2 in P, then K is of index p in P, which implies K is normal. Therefore, we 
have S< K =gKg 1, which implies that g ~Sg< K. Consequently, we have 
g 1SgK = K, which yields S(gK)  = gK and therefore, SB2 = B 2 as desired. Then, 
since b 2 E B2,  the S-orbit of b2 is contained in B 2. By Lemma 2.6, we have I B2 ] = p 
and by Lemma 3.3, we have IS-orbit of b2q = p. Thus, we see that the S-orbit of h2 is 
B2 as desired. ~] 
Lemma 3.8. The vertex ba is adjacent to every vertex in B 2. 
Proof. Recall that bl is adjacent to  b 2, which is in B 2. We note that 
Stabe(bl ) = Aut(X), so for every s e Stabp(bl ), we have sbl adjacent o sb2. Thus, we 
have bl = sb~ adjacent o every vertex in the Stabe(b~ )-orbit orb2. By Lemma 3.7, the 
Stabe(bl j-orbit of b2 is B2, so b~ is adjacent o every vertex in B2 as desired, i; 
Lemma 3.9. There exists a subgroup H of G of order p such that !f a vertex v in one 
coset of  H is adjacent to a vertex w in a d(fferent coset of  H, then v is adjacent to all 
vertices in the coset of  H that contains w. 
Proof. We consider two cases. First, let G ~ Zv~. Then by Corol lary 2.2, we may 
assume that Q is the left regular representation of G. Let H be the unique subgroup of 
G of order p. We note that cosets of H are H-orbits in the left regular representation of
the group G. Then by Lemma 2.6, we know that cosets of H are Q-blocks. Since t~ 
and w are in different blocks and v is adjacent o w, we may assume that bl = v and 
b 2 = w where B~ is Hv and B 2 is Hw. By Lemma 3.8, we conclude that v = h~ is 
adjacent o every vertex in B2, which is Hw as desired. Second, let G = Yp × Yp. Then 
by Corollary 2.2, we may assume R is the left regular representation of G. From 
Lemma 3.6, we know that the Q-block B~ is an R-block. Then, from Lemma 2.5 there 
exists a subgroup H of G of order p such that B~ is an H-orbit. Thus, there exists x ~ G 
such that Hx is a Q-block. By Lemma 3.5, we note that Hx is a P-block. We claim that 
each coset Hy of H is a Q-block. Since R is transitive, there exists r ~ R such that 
y =- rx. Then, because R is abelian, we have Hy = Hrx = rHx, which is a translate of 
Hx. Since translates of blocks are blocks, we conclude that Hy is a P-block. Then, 
since Q = P, we see that Hy is a Q-block as desired. Since Hv and Hw are distinct 
Q-blocks, we may assume bl = v and 19 2 = W where B 1 is Hv and B 2 is Hw. By 
Lemma 3.8, we conclude that v = bl is adjacent o every vertex in B2, which is Hw as 
desired. 
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Lemma 3.10. There exists a subgroup H of G of order p such that for every t • T \H,  
we have tH ~_ T. 
Proof. Let H be the subgroup described in Lemma 3.9. Given t • T \H.  Choose v e G 
and let w = vt. We note that v and w are in different cosets of H and v is adjacent to w. 
By Lemma 3.9, we have v adjacent o every vertex in the coset of H that contains w. 
Thus, by definition ofa Cayley digraph, we have v ~# • Tfor every # in Hw. Then, we 
see that Tcontains v l(Hw) = V ~wH = tH. [] 
3.2. Proof of 2 =~ 3 
We want to prove that X is isomorphic to a lexicographic product of Cayley 
digraphs on 7/p. Because the following result may be of independent interest, we begin 
with a lemma about general digraphs. We later apply the lemma to Cayley digraphs. 
Lemma 3.11. Let X and X be digraphs. Let ~p: V (X)~ V(X) be a surjective map. 
Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. For every v and w in V(X), the induced subdigraph X [~o- iv] is isomorphic to the 
induced subdigraph X [¢p- lw]. 
2. For every x and y in V(X) with ~px ¢ tpy, the vertex x is adjacent o the vertex y in 
X if and only if q~x is adjacent o qgy in X. 
Then X ~- XlexX[q~-lVo] for every Vo • V(X). 
Remark. A digraph homomorphism is a map q~ from V(X) onto V(Y) such that if x is 
adjacent o y, then ~0x is adjacent o ~oy. Condition (2) also requires the converse to be 
true. Because we assume the digraphs have no loops, we have the restriction ~ox g: ~oy 
in condition (2). 
Proof. Choose some Vo • )(. By Condition (1), for each v = q~x • ,~, we can choose 
a digraph isomorphism m~x from X[ tp - lv ]  to X[q)-lVo]. Define the function 
L : X ---, ) ( lexX[ tp -  lVo] by Lx = (q~x, m~xx). 
It is straightforward to check that L is a digraph isomorphism. [] 
Let X = Cay(G : T) be a Cayley digraph on a group G of order p2, where p is prime. 
Assume there is a subgroup H of G of order p, such that for every t E T \H ,  we have 
tH ~_ T. We must show that there exist Cayley digraphs U and V on Zp such that 
X ~ U lex V. 
Construct he digraph X as follows. The vertex set V(X) is the set {Hx ix  E G} of 
cosets of H in G. The edge set E(.~) is the set {[Hx, Hy] lx  ly • T \H} .  Thus, Hx is 
adjacent to Hy if and only if there exists Xo • Hx and Yo • Hy such that Xo lyo • T \  H. 
We avoid loops in the digraph X with the condition that x - ly  not be in H. 
Lemma 3.12. The digraph X is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on Yp. 
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Proof. Let (~ = right cosets of H in G and 7 ~ = {Ht l t  • T\,H}. Given 01 and ,02 in (~. 
by definition 0a is adjacent o 02 in )( if and only if ~? 1 g2 • ~" So by definition of 
a Cayley digraph, it is clear that )~ = Cay(G : T). Since H is a normal subgroup of 
index p in G, we have (~ ~ Yp. Thus, 
)( = Cay(G" T) --- Cay(Zp  T). [] 
Lemma 3.13. The subdiyraph X[H]  induced by H is isomorphic to a Cayley di,qraph 
Ogl 7/p. 
Proof. We show that X[H]  -= Cay(H:  T n H). The vertices of X[H]  are the ele- 
ments of H. Let x and y be in H. In X[H] ,  we have x adjacent o y if and only if 
x - ly•T .  Sincex, y•H,  this means x is adjacent o y if and only if x l y•  Tc~H.  
Since H ~ Zp, we have 
X[H]  = Cay(H : T c~ H)~- Cay(7/p: T c~ H). 
Let q) be the natural surjective map, ~0x =-Hx, from V(X) onto V(){). From 
Lemmas 3.1 1-3.13, it suffices to show ~o satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1 I. 
Step 1: For every ~ and 37 in V(J(), the subdigraph X [q)-1,~] is isomorphic to the 
induced subdigraph X [q)-137]. Each inverse image q) 1.~ is a coset of H. For each 
x • G, it is straightforward to check that the map 7, defined by 7h = hx, from X [H I  to 
X [Hx] is an isomorphism. The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.2. 
Step 2. Given x and y in X with q)x 4: q~.V, we have x adjacent o y if and only if(px is 
adjacent to ~py. Because X - - -Cay(G:  T), we have x adjacent to y if and only if 
x - 13, • T. Because q)x ~ q~y, we have x-  ly ~ H. Thus, we see that x 13, • T implies 
that x ly • T\H.  By our assumption, for every t • T \H,  we have tH ~_ T. Thus, since 
G is abelian, we note that for every t • Tand h~, h2 • H, we have t • T\,H if and only if 
hlthz • T\H.  Therefore, we have x ly • T \H  if and only if there exists Xo • Hx and 
Yo • Hy such that xolYo ~ T\H.  Thus, by the definition of)( ,  we have x adjacent o 
y if and only if ~ox is adjacent o ~0y. 5- 
3.3. Proof of 3 ~ 1 
Let X = Cay(G : T) be a Cayley digraph on a group G of order p2, where p is prime. 
Assume there exist Cayley digraphs U and V of 7/p such that X ~ U lex V. We show 
that the digraph X is isomorphic to a Cayley digraph on both Y~ and 7/p x Z r. 
Because U and V are Cayley digraphs on 7/p, the vertex set of each of these digraphs 
is 7/~. Thus, we may define a permutation h of the vertices of U by h(u) = u + 1, and we 
may define a permutation k of the vertices of V by k(v) = v + 1. It is clear that h and 
k are p-cycles. It is easy to check that h is an automorphism of U and k is an 
automorphism of V. Let H = (h )  and let K = (k ) .  It is clear that H is a regular 
subgroup of Aut(U) and K is a regular subgroup of Aut(V). 
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By Lemma 2.7, we have Aut (U)wrAut (V)  _~ Aut(Ulex V). Since H c Aut(U) 
and K c Aut(V), the wreath product HwrK is contained in Aut (U)wr  Aut(V). 
To show that X is isomorphic to a Cayley graph on both groups of order p2, by 
Theorem 2.1 it suffices to prove that H wr K contains a regular subgroup isomorphic 
to 77p2 and a regular subgroup isomorphic to 7/p x 77p. 
Lemma 3.14. The wreath product H wr K contains a regular subgroup isomorphic to 
77p2 and a redular subgroup isomorphic to Zp x 77p. 
Proof. We define a permutation f ~ H wr K as follows. Given any element (u, v) of 
U x V, we let 
f(u,  v) = (hu, khu v), 
where h is the p-cycle defined above and ku = k if u = 0 and ku = e if u ¢ 0. Thus, 
we see that 
(u+ 1,v) if uv  ap-1 ,  
f (u ,v )= (u+l ,v+ 1) if u=p-1 .  
Note that the permutation f always adds one to u and if u = p - 1, it also adds one 
to v. All addition is done modulo p. 
It is trivial to show that f is a cycle of length p2 and, thus, we see ( f )  is a regular 
group isomorphic to Zp2 as required. 
Define the permutations f and ~ as follows. Given any element (u, v) of U x V, let 
f (u ,  v) = (u + l, v) 
and let 
~(u, v) = (u, v + 1). 
Both f and ~ generate groups of order p and are in H wr K. Clearly, the group (y] O) 
is regular and isomorphic to Zpx 7/p. [] 
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